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kaarthiksaranrt2017@gmail.com

9080183752

Kaarthik Saran R

1517102062

2021

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

RDBMS

Multimedia

Spring Frameworks ,Modern Stack 

More Knowledge

Still more Practical is needed

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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sundhar0624@gmail.com

7502555375

Sundhar U M

1517102163

2021

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

DBMS, Web Programming, Data structures

My opinion is java is integrated with web programming course, but the is so much to learn in java, but it is 
just added as a unit in web programming course. So if java were to be a seperate course, it will be good for 
students.

Java Programming

Competitive programming.

Same Competitive programming. Because companies comes with specific programming language 
excellence, so it is hard to be best in all languages, but it is the reality.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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srikrishnasharmavignesh.99@gmail.com

9790565212

Vignesh s

1517102171

2021

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

DBMS,os,web programming,Computer networks

Aptitude very few companies hire based on aptitude and even those companies also hire based on coding 
skills.so can better have a coding paper for aptitud

Back end related subjects and OOMD object oriented modelling and designing, competitive programming

Easy subjects most of which can be done and executed practically

Giving lots of importance for aptitude.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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manjurekhayasotha@gmail.com

7708730765

Manju Rekha S

1517102088

2021

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

𝙈𝙖𝙘𝙝𝙞𝙣𝙚 𝙡𝙚𝙖𝙧𝙣𝙞𝙣𝙜  , 𝙁𝙪𝙡𝙡 𝙨𝙩𝙖𝙘𝙠, 𝘿𝘽𝙈𝙎, 𝘿𝙖𝙩𝙖 𝙨𝙩𝙧𝙪𝙘𝙩𝙪𝙧𝙚. 

Nothing

𝘿𝙚𝙚𝙥 𝙡𝙚𝙖𝙧𝙣𝙞𝙣𝙜, 𝙍𝙤𝙗𝙤𝙩𝙞𝙘𝙨 𝙥𝙧𝙤𝙘𝙚𝙨𝙨 𝙖𝙪𝙩𝙤𝙢𝙖𝙩𝙞𝙤𝙣.

𝙋𝙧𝙤𝙜𝙧𝙖𝙢𝙢𝙞𝙣𝙜, 𝙏𝙝𝙚𝙤𝙧𝙮

Nothing

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
( An Autonomous InstItution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGiNEERING
ALUMNI FEEDBACK FORM

We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fIll-up thIs
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic

\
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
{An Autonontous Institution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGiNEERING
ALUMNI FEEDBACK FORM
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We'shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
( An Autonomous Institution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALUMNI FEEDBACK FORM

We shatt be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
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